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E-Type UK, based in Kent, is best known for reconditioning, building and restoring the stunning vintage Jag. But its latest iteration brings it into the 21st century.
The 400bhp Jaguar E-Type that drives like a modern car
You sit inside the unfamiliar rental and wonder which magic combination of buttons will start the engine. Welcome to the modern world ... a website that aggregates used car listings. Beginning with ...
So You Think You Know How to Start a Car
The places you’re more likely to get your car stolen in the UK, revealed – and the steps you can take to stop your car being stolen ...
The UK’s top car theft spots revealed – and how to beat car thieves
E-Type UK, based in Kent, is best known for reconditioning, building and restoring the stunning vintage Jag. But its latest iteration brings it into the 21st century.
The 400bhp E-Type that drives like a modern car: Give this British firm your classic Jaguar AND £325k and they'll double its power and fit 21st century parts
British classic sports car restorer E-Type UK has introduced the Unleashed sub-brand, which is dedicated to reimagining the iconic Jaguar E-Type with modern amenities. Their first project is a Jaguar ...
Jaguar E-Type V12 Restomod Is the Perfect Cure for Your Classic Car Itch
From F1 to kart racing, we all have that one race that will forever stick in the mind. These are our highlights ...
Autocar's favourite races: 1976 Monaco Grand Prix
Hyundai's Santa Fe Plug-in Hybrid aims to combine the class and quality of an established brand large 7-seat 'D'-segment family SUV with an affordable package of cutting-edge Plug-in engine technology ...
Hyundai Santa Fe Plug-in Hybrid
Though batteries suffer from the problem of their energy density being much lower than a full tank of kerosene and an engine, electric flight can have significant advantages in terms of performance.
Aviation’s kerosene conundrum
Although it's only been on official sale here in the UK for the last five years or so ... These had a new, high-rev 5.2 engine with a flat-plane crank and 526hp at 7,500rpm, which was about ...
Ford Mustang GT (S550) | PH Used Buying Guide
Y-Combinator-backed Localyze has nabbed $12 million in Series A funding led by Blossom Capital for a SaaS that supports staff relocations and hiring across borders. Previous investor Frontline ...
Localyze raises $12M for a SaaS that supports cross-border hiring and relocation
Bentley has revealed its second plug-in model – the Flying Spur Hybrid. It’s set to be priced from £160,000 when sales begin later this summer. Following on from the Bentayga Hybrid, the latest ...
New Bentley Flying Spur Hybrid arrives with 536bhp
Time travel is afoot in England’s storied car factories, which are revisiting their greatest hits. But are these remakes the real deal, asks Adam Hay-Nicholls.
Continuation cars: The classics built by hand, from scratch and brand-new in 2021
Deliveries start ... most when an engine is working. One change was to move the chain drive to the camshafts from the front of the engine to the rear, where the noise is more remote and the ...
205mph Artura PHEV gains UK public debut at Goodwood
Personal assistants will be “representative of the local population”, which perhaps suggests ethnicity will be a key consideration during recruitment, but Genesis’s UK ... start at £56,815, for which ...
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Genesis GV80 2021 review
The second, CVE-2021-30762, is a use-after-free issue that can also be exploited to launch remote code ... s WebKit browser engine that hackers have exploited since the start of the year.
Apple patches iOS 12 after hackers exploit WebKit Engine flaws
Over the past year millions have been working from home almost exclusively, and even as people start to return to offices many will ... Ring lights are increasingly essential products for the world’s ...
Tom's Guide Awards 2021: The best products for working from home
Theo Squires details the three things Liverpool fans learned from watching England beat Ukraine 4-0 in Euro 2020 ...
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